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I. INTRODUCTION - 3

1.1 Complainants Sony Corporation and Sony Electronics Inc. (collectively, “Sony”

or “Complainants”) request that the United States International Trade Commission commence an

investigation pursuant to Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 19 U.S.C. § 1337

(“Section 337”), to remedy the unlawful importation into the United States, sale for importation

into the United States, or sale within the United States after importation by the owner, importer,

or consignee (or agents thereof), of certain digital cable and satellite products, set-top box

products, and gateway products (“Accused Products”) that infringe valid and enforceable United

States patents owned by Sony.

1.2 The proposed Respondents are ARRIS International plc, ARRIS Group, Inc.,

ARRIS Technology, Inc., ARRIS Enterprises LLC, ARRIS Solutions, Inc., ARRIS Global Ltd.

(formerly Pace Ltd) (collectively, “ARRIS”), Pace Americas, LLC, Pace Americas Holdings,

Inc., Pace USA LLC, and Pace Americas Investments, LLC (collectively, “Pace”) (collectively,

“Proposed Respondents”). Upon information and belief, Proposed Respondents have engaged in

unfair acts in violation of Section 337 through and in connection with the unauthorized and

unlawful importation into the United States, sale for importation into the United States, or sale »

within the United States after importation of Accused Products that infringe one or more claims

of United States Patent Nos. RE45,126 (“the ’126 patent”); 6,467,093 (“the ’093 patent”);

8,032,919 (“the ’919 patent”); 6,556,221 (“the ’221 patent”); and 6,915,525 (“the ’525 patent”)

(collectively, “the Asserted Patents”).

1.3 Sony asserts that Proposed Respondents directly and/or indirectly infringe at least

claim 26 of the ’126 patent; at least claims l, 3, and 8 of the ’()93patent; at least claims 1-16 of

the ’919 patent; at least claims 1-6 and 12-16 of the ’221 patent; and at least claims 1, 3-5, 7, 8,

34, 36, and 37 of the ’525 patent. I _ 3



1.4 Certified copies of the Asserted Patents accompany this Complaint as Exhibits 1

through 5, respectively. Sony owns by assignment the entire right, title, and interest in and to

these patents. Certified copies of the recorded assignments accompany this Complaint as

Exhibits 6 through 10, respectively.

1.5 As required by Section 337(a)(2) and defined by Section 337(a)(3), an industry in

the United States exists relating to articles covered by the Asserted Patents.

1.6 Sony seeks a permanent limited exclusion order, pursuant to Section 337(d),
‘ .

excluding from entry into the United States all of Proposed Respondents‘ Accused Products that

infringe one or more claims of the Asserted Patents..Sony also seeks permanent cease and desist

orders, pursuant to Section 337(f), directing each Proposed Respondent to cease and desist from

importing, marketing, advertising, demonstrating, warehousing inventory for distribution,

offering for sale, selling, distributing, licensing, or using the Accused Products in the United

States. Sony also requests that a bond be imposed during the Presidential review period sufficient

to prevent further injury to Sony’s domestic industry relating to the Asserted Patents.

II. THE PARTIES

A. Complainants Sony Corporation and Sony Electronics Inc.'

2.1 Sony Corporation is a corporation organized under the laws of Japan with a

principal place of business at 1-7-1, Konan, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

2.2 Sony Electronics Inc. is an indirect subsidiary of Sony Corporation. It is a

corporation organized under the laws of the United States with a principal place of business at

16530 Via Esprillo, San Diego, CA 92127. A

2.3 ' Founded in 1946, Sony Corporation is a world leader in the design, manufacture,

and marketing of a wide variety of consumer electronics. Sony Corporation is renowned for its

high-quality products and its innovations have become a part of mainstream culture.
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. 2.4 Sony Electronics Inc. was founded in 1960, and, like Sony Corporation, is a world

leader in consumer electronics, with a particular emphasis on designing, developing,

manufacturing, and marketing audio/video electronics and information technology products for

the consumer and professional markets in the United States. Sony Electronics Inc. is known for

its wide range of consumer audio/visual products, such as its digital televisions. '

2.5 Sony has a long history of investing in the research and development of new

technologies for the -consumer electronics industry, particularly with regard to digital televisions,

and has become an influential part of mainstream culture in these technical areas. As a result of

its ongoing investment in technology and innovation, Sony’s patent portfolio has grown to over

fifty thousand Worldwidepatents covering a wide range of consumer electronics technologies,

including digital television technologies. Sony has also established a program for licensing its

patents related to these technology areas, among others. As part of its effort to continue enforcing

and protecting its patent rights, Sony has further asserted each of the Asserted Patents in this case in

district court litigations against Respondents. Both district court litigations regarding the Asserted

Patents are still currently pending. Sony continues to fuel industry growth with the sales of

innovative products, and vigorously defends its rights with regard to its patent portfolio in order to

continue in its role as an industry leader.

B. Proposed Respondents ARRIS International plc, ARRIS Group, Inc., ARRIS
. Technology, Inc., ARRIS Enterprises LLC, ARRIS Solutions, Inc., ARRIS

Global Ltd. (formerly Pace Ltd.), Pace Americas, LLC, Pace Americas
Holdings, Inc., Pace USALLC, and Pace Americas Investment LLC

2.6 On information and belief, Proposed Respondent ARRIS International plc is a

corporation organized under ‘thelaws of England and Wales with a principal place of business at

3871 Lakefield Drive, Suwanee, Georgia 30024. " "
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2.7 On information and belief, Proposed Respondent ARRIS Group, Inc. is a wholly

owned subsidiary of ARRIS International plc. It is a corporation organized under the laws of

England and Wales with a principal place of business at 3871 Lakefield Drive, Suwanee,

Georgia 30024. .

2.8 On information and belief, Proposed Respondent ARRIS Technology, Inc. is an

indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of ARRIS Intemational plc and a subsidiary of ARRIS Group,

Inc. It is a Delaware corporation with a principal place of business at 101 Tournament Drive,

Horsham, Pennsylvania 19044.

2.9 On information and belief, Proposed Respondent ARRIS Enterprises LLC is an

indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of ARRIS Intemational plc and a subsidiary of ARRIS

Technology, Inc. It is a Delaware limited liability company with a principal place of business at

3871 Lakefield Drive, Suwanee, Georgia 30024.

2.10 On information and belief, Proposed Respondent ARRIS Solutions, Inc. is an

indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of ARRIS International plc and a subsidiary of ARRIS

Enterprises LLC. It is a Delaware corporation with a principal place of business at 3871

Lakefield Drive, Suwanee, Georgia 30024. V ,

2.11 On information and belief, Proposed Respondent ARRIS Global Ltd. (formerly

Pace Ltd.) is a wholly-owned subsidiary of ARRIS International plc. It is a corporation organized

under the laws of England and Wales with a principal place of business at Victoria Road, Saltaire

West Yorkshire BD18 3LF, England. _ '

2.12 On infonnation and belief, Proposed Respondent Pace Americas, LLC is an

indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of ARRIS International plc and a subsidiaiy of Pace Americas
. .<.
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Holdings, Inc. It is a corporation organized under the laws of England and Wales with a principal

place of business at 3701 FAU Boulevard, Suite 200, Boca Raton, FL 33431.

2.13 On information and belief, Proposed Respondent Pace Americas Holdings, Inc. is

an indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of ARRIS International plc and a subsidiary of ARRIS

Global Ltd. It is a Delaware corporation with a principal place of business at 3701 FAU

Boulevard, Suite 200, Boca Raton, FL 33431.

' 2.14 On information and belief, Proposed Respondent Pace USA LLC is an indirect

wholly-owned subsidiary of ARRIS Intemational plc and a subsidiary of Pace Americas LLC. It

is a Delaware limited liability company with a principal place of business at 3701 FAU

Boulevard, Suite 200, Boca Raton, FL 33431.

2.15 On information and belief, Proposed Respondent Pace Americas Investments,

LLC is an indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of ARRIS Intemational plc and a subsidiary of Pace

Americas Holdings, Inc. It is a Delaware limited liability company with a principal place of

business at 3701 FAU Boulevard, Suite 200, Boca Raton, FL 33431. ~

2.16 On January 4, 2016, ARRIS Group, Inc. acquired Pace plc (which became Pace

Ltd., and is now ARRIS Global Ltd.), and its subsidiaries. ’

2.17 On information and belief, Respondents are in the business of manufacturing,

exporting/importing, and selling a broad range of telecommunications equipment, including but

not limited to infringing digital cable and satellite products, set-top box products, and gateway K

products. See Exhibit ll (ARRIS Q3FY201-6 l0Q at 6). On information and belief, since ARRIS

Group, Inc.’s acquisition of Pace plc (now ARRIS Global Ltd.), Respondents have continued to

manufacture, export/import, and sell products under the ARRIS brand; have rebranded certain
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previously Pace-branded products to be manufactured, exported/imported under the ARRIS

brand; and have continued to manufacture, export/import, and sell products under the Pace brand

2.18 On information and belief, Respondents, individually or collectively, manufacture

the Accused Products, sell them for importation into the United States, import them into the

United States, and/or sell them after importation into the United States. See Exhibit 11 (ARRIS

Q3FY2Ol6 l0Q at 6); Exhibits 26-55 (importation exhibits).

III. THE TECHNOLOGY AND PRODUCTS AT ISSUE

3.1 Pursuant to Commission Rule 210. l2(a)(l2), the products at issue are digital

cable and satellite products, set-top box products, and gateway products covered by one or more

of the claims of the Asserted Patents. The Accused Products include, but are not limited to,

certain ARRIS and Pace digital cable and satellite products, such as ARRIS and Pace digital

cable set-top box products supplied to Comcast for Comcast’s Xfinity brand (e.g., ARRIS’s

MXOIIANM, AXl lRAN, AXOl3AN, AXO14AN, DCX35 lO-M, and DCX35Ol-M products

and Pace’s PXOOIAN, PXOISANM, PXO32ANI, PXO5lAEI, PXDOIANI, PXDOlANi, and

PXOO22ANMproducts) and ARRIS and Pace digital satellite set-top box products supplied to

DIRECTV for DlRECTV’s Genie brand (e.g., ARRIS’s HR54-700 and C61-7O_Oproducts, and

Pace’s HR34-700, HR44-700, C6lK-700 products); and ARRIS media gateway products (e.g.,

DCX3635) and telephony gateway products (e.g., TG862G, TGl682). See, e.g., Exhibits 12-19;

26-55.

3.2 The technology at issue with respect to the ’l26 patent relates to communication

devices that can connect to a counterpart communication device using a push button. Features of

the asserted claim of the ’126 patent are disclosed in the WiFi Alliance’s WiFi Simple

Configuration Technical Specification version 2.0.2, although the assertedlclaim is not essential

to that industry standard. Examples of such communication devices are media gateways,
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telephony gateways, routers, and certain other electronic devices. Certain ARRIS communication

devices that comply with the WiFi Simple Configuration Technical Specification and include a

Wi-Fi Protected Setup push button to connect to another communication device, including

ARRIS’s media and telephony gateway products, such as ARRIS’s DCX3635 media gateway

and ARRIS’s TG862G and TGl682 telephony gateways, infringe the asserted claim of the ’126

patent.

3.3 The technology at issue with respect to the ’093 and ’919 patents relates to digital

broadcast receiving apparatuses that output digital broadcast signals in compressed and

decompressed fOI‘lTlto various types of digital external units. Certain ARRIS digital cable set top

boxes and media gateways that output compressed and decompressed digital broadcast signals,

including digital cable set top boxes supplied to Comcast for Comcast’s Xfinity brand, such as

ARRIS’s DCX35l0-M, and DCX350l-M digital cable set top boxes and ARRIS’s DCX3635

media gateway products, infringe the asserted claims of the ’093 and ’9l9 patents.

3.4 The technology at issue‘with respect to the ’22l patent relates to a system

including a target device and a controller device in which the target device provides a complex

graphic user interface (“GUI”) having a button GUI element that defines the appearance of a

button element displayed by the controller device. Features of the asserted claims of the ’22l

patent are disclosed in the RVU Alliance’s RVU Protocol Specification, versions 1.0 and 2.0,

although the asserted claims of the ’22l patent are not essential to that industry standard. Certain

ARRIS and Pace set-top boxes that comply with the RVU Protocol Specification and provide a

GUI having such a button GUI element to digital TVs, including digital satellite set top boxes

supplied to DIRECTV for DIRECTV’s Genie brand, such as ARRIS’s HR54-700, and Pace’s

HR34-700 and HR44-700 products, infringe the asserted claims of the ’22l patent.
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3.5 The technology at issue with respect to the ’525 patent relates to controlling

hardware and software set-top box functions, such as changing channels, through a browser.

Features of asserted claim 5 of the ’525 patent are disclosed in the RVU A1liance’s RVU

Protocol Specification, versions 1.0 and 2.0, although asserted claim 5 of the ’525 patent is not

essential to that industry standard. Certain ARRIS and Pace set-top boxes comply with the RVU

Protocol Specification, including digital satellite set top boxes supplied to DIRECTV for

DIRECTV’s Genie brand, such as ARRIS’s HR54-700 and C61-700 products and Pace’s HR34

700, HR44-700, and C6lK-700 products, and infringe asserted claim 5 of the ’525 patent.

Features of the asserted claims of the ’S25 patent are also disclosed in DLNA’s VidiPath

Guidelines, although the asserted claims of the ’525 patent are not essential to that industry

standard. Certain ARRIS and Pace set-top boxes comply with DLNA’s VidiPath Guidelines,

including digital cable set top boxes supplied to Comcast for Comcast’s Xfinity brand, such as

ARRIS’s MXOI IANM, AX] IRAN, AXOl3AN, AXO14A,Nproducts and Pace’s PXOOIAN,

PXOIBANM, PXO32ANI, PXO5IAEI, PXDOIANI, PXDOlANi, and PXOO22ANMproducts,

and infringe the asserted claims of the ’525 patent. - _

3.6 The following table summarizes the products at issue for each Asserted Patent:

Patent Respondent AccusedProducts
’126 Patent ARRIS Media Gateways (e.g., DCX3635) and

Telephony Gateways (e.g., TG862G,
TG1682)

’093 Patent ARRIS - Digital Cable Set Top Boxes (e.g.,
" DCX35l0-M and DCX35Ol¢M) ’

_ . ' Media Gateways (e.g., DCX3635)
’9l9 Patent ARRIS Digital Cable Set Top Boxes (e.g.,

DCX35l0-M and DCX3501-M)
Media Gateways (e.g., DCX3635)

’22l Patent ARRIS Digital Satellite Set Top Boxes (e.g., HR54
' 700)

Pace Digital Satellite Set Top Boxes (e.g., HR34
700, HR44-700)
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- Patent Respondent Accused Products
’525 Patent ARRIS Digital Satellite Set Top Boxes (e.g., HR54

700, C61-700)
Digital Cable Set Top Boxes (e.g.,
MXO11ANM, AX1 IRAN, AXO13AN,
AX014AN)

Pace Digital Satellite Set Top Boxes (e.g., HR34
700, HR44-700, C61K-700) .
Digital Cable Set Top Boxes (e.g.,
PXOOIAN, PXOIBANM, PX032ANI,
PX05lAEI, PXDOIANI, PXDOIANI,
PX()022ANM)

IV. THE ASSERTED PATENTS

A. The ’l26 Patent

4.1 The ’126 patent, entitled “Radio Communication Apparatus and Radio 1

Communication Method, Radio Communication System, Recording,Medium, and Computer

Program,” issued on September 9, 2014. The ’126 patent issued from U.S. Application No.

13/850,445, filed March 26, 2013, and is a continuation of U.S. Patent Application No.

12/756,024, filed on April 7, 2010, now U.S. Patent No. RE44,185, which is in turn an

application for reissue of U.S. Patent No. 7,356,308, which issued from U.S. Patent Application

No. 11/648,613, filed January 3, 2007, and is a continuation of U.S. Patent Application No.

10/485,978, filed September 20, 2004, now U.S. Patent No. 7,177,595. U.S. Application

10/485,978 is the U.S. national stage of International Application No. PCT/JP03/06505, filed

May 26, 2003, and claims priority to Japanese Patent Application No. P2002-166849, filed June

7, 2002. The inventors of the ’126 patent are Osamu Hamada, Hiroshi Kakuda, Koji Nishimura,

Takashi Sasai, Kazuya Odagiri. . .

V 4.2 Sony Corporation is the owner, by valid assignment, of the entire right, title, and

interest in and to the ’126 patent. Prior to issuance, the ’l26 inventors assigned all right, title and
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interest in U.S. Application No. 13/850,445 to Sony Corporation. See Exhibit 6.‘The ’126 patent

is valid, enforceable, and is currently in full force and effect. "

4.3 The ’126 patent has eight independent claims and forty-eight dependent claims. In

this investigation, Sony currently asserts dependent claim 26 of the ’126 patent against ARRIS

products. Further investigation and discovery may lead to Sony’s assertion of additional claims

against ARRIS.

4.4 Pursuant to Rule 210. 12(0) of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure,

this Complaint is accompanied by: (1) a certified copy of the prosecution history of the ’126

patent plus three additional copies; and (2) four copies of each reference mentioned in that

prosecution history. See Appendix A and B.

1. _ Non-Technical Description of the Invention of the ’126 Patent

4.5 The ’126 patent relates generally to a method of connecting a communication

device to a counterpart communication device. Establishing a connection between

communication devices is simplified for users through the use of a button to indicate that a

communication device is open to being connected to another communication device._The

communication device initiating the connection broadcasts an inquiry signal to two or more

surrounding communication devices. This will indicate to surrounding communication devices

that the initiating communication device would like to begin communicating. A communication

device receiving the inquiry signal will then determine whether it is in a connection pemtission

state by detecting if a user has agreed to connect by pushing a button. If the communication

device that received the inquiry signal detects the user’s input from the push_button, it will send a

signal including information that the button has been pushed to the initiating communication

device and a connection will be established.
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4.6

patent:

2. Foreign Counterparts to the ’126Patent

The following foreign patent(s) and patent application(s) correspond to the ’126

Country Application No.1 . Filing
Date

Patent No. Issued 1 Status
Date

Australia 2003235423 2003/05/26 .

Lapsed
China 03800916.1 2003/05/26 1327661C 2007/07/ 18 Registered
EPO 03757193.2 2003/05/26 15132-92B1 2012/05/02 Registered
EPO 1ll54016.7 2003/05/26 Pending
EPO l4165995.3 2003/O5/26 Pending
EPO l5201350.4 2003/05/ 16 Pending
Japan 20021 66849 2002/O6/07 3862073 2006/12/27 Registered
Korea 20047001874 2003/05/16 100970299 2010/07/16 Registered
WIPO WO03 105408 2003/05/26

4.7 On information and belief, no other foreign patents or patent applications

corresponding to the ’126 patent have been filed, abandoned, withdrawn, or rejected.

B. The ’093Patent

4.8 U.S. Patent No. 6,467,093, entitled “Method and Apparatus for Receiving Digital

Broadcasts,” issued on October 15, 2003. The ’093 patent issued from U.S. Patent Application

No. 09/244,282, filed on February 3, 1999. The inventors of the ’943 patent are Hajime Inoue,

Noriyuki Yamamoto, Sadaharu Sato, and Takehiko Nakano._

4.9 Sony Corporation is the owner, by valid assignment, of the entire right, title and

interest in and to the ’093 patent. Prior to issuance, the ’093 inventors assigned all right, title, and

interest in U.S. Patent Application No. 09/244,282 to Sony Corporation. See Exhibit 7. The ’093

patent is valid, enforceable, and is currently in full force and effect.

4.10 The ’093 patent has six independent claims and seven dependent claims. In this i

investigation, Sony asserts independent claims 1 and 8 and dependent claim 3 of the ’093 patent
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against ARRIS. Further investigation and discovery may lead to Sony’s assertion of additional

claims against ARRIS or Pace.

4.11 Pursuant to Rule 210.12(c) of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure,

this Complaint is accompanied by: (1) a certified copy of the prosecution history of the ’093

patent plus three additional copies; and (2) four copies of each reference mentioned in that

prosecution history. See Appendix C and D.

3. Non-Technical Description of the Invention of the ’093Patent

4.12 The ’O93patent generally relates to improvements in digital broadcast systems.

See, e.g., ’O93patentat col. 2: 18-22. More specifically, the patent discloses improved methods

and apparatuses for outputting digital broadcast signals to various types of digital external units,

such as a digital video recorder or a stereo. See id. The disclosed methods and apparatuses

generally allow any type of digital external unit to record and/or reproduce a target broadcast.

4.13 In digital broadcast systems, a receiving apparatus receives a transport stream

made up of a compressed signal carrier carrying one or more programs. See, e.g., id. at col. 1:11

23; 5:60-62. A user can then select a specific carrier containing the one or more programs, and

the carrier stream is extracted from the transport stream and decompressed so that video and/or

audio analog signals can be obtained for the desired program. See, e.g., id. at col. 1:24-43; 5:62

65. Altematively, the transport stream made up of the compressed signal may be provided to a

recording apparatus, such as a digital video tape recorder (DVTR), for recording. See, e.g., id. at

col. 1:43-51.

4.14 The ’093 patent discloses methods and apparatuses for outputting digital

broadcast signals to various types of digital extemal units, such as a digital video recorder or a

stereo. See, e.g., id. at col. 2: 18-22. The methods and apparatuses allow compatibility with
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various types of digital external units by outputting both the compressed transport stream and

decompressed data to a digital extemal unit. See, e.g., id. at 2:29-34.

4. Foreign Counterparts to the ’093Patent

4.15 The following foreign patent(s) and patent application(s) correspond to the ’093

patent:

Date Date
Country Application No. - Filing Patent No. , Issued StatusJapan 199823340 1998/02/04 Rejected
Malaysia 1999PI372 1999/02/03 1223454 I 2004/04/29 Registered

China 20031114162 1999/O2/04 1264353 I 2006/07/12 Registered
China 1999105428 1999/02/04 1152561 | 2004/06/02 Registered
China 200310114162 1999/02/04 1497980 | 2006/07/12 Registered
China 1999105428 1999/02/O4 1234682 I 2004/06/02 Registered
EPO 1999300754 1999/O2/O2 935360 | 2013/01/02 Registered

4.16 On information and belief, no other foreign patents or patent applications

corresponding to the ’093 patent have been filed, abandoned, withdrawn, or rejected.

C. The ’919Patent

1. Identification of the Patent and Ownership by Sony

4.17 U.S. Patent N0. 8,032,919, entitled “Method and Apparatus for Receiving Digital

Broadcasts,” issued on October 4, 2011. The ’9l9 patent issued from U.S. Patent Application N0.

11/543,403, filed on October 4, 2006. The ’919 patent is a continuation of U.S. Patent

Application No. 10/265,855 filed on October 7, 2002, now abandoned, which was a continuation

of U.S. Patent Application No. 09/244,282, filed on February 3, 1999, now U.S. Patent No.

6,467,093. The ’919 patent also claims priority to Japanese Patent Application No. P10-023340,

filed on Febmary 4, 1998. The inventors of the ’919 patent are Hajime Inoue, Noriyuki

Yamamoto, Sadaharu Sato, and Takehiko Nakano.

4.18 Sony Corporation is the owner, by valid assignment, of the entire right, title and

interest in and to the ’919 patent. Prior to issuance, the ’919 inventors‘assigned all right, title, and
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interest in U.S. Patent Application No. 11/543,403 to Sony Corporation. See Exhibit 10.

The ’919 patent is valid, enforceable,‘ and is currently in full force and effect.

4.19 The ’919 patent has two independent claims and fourteen dependent claims. In

this investigation, Sony currently asserts independent claims 1 and 9 and dependent claims 2-8

and 10-16 of the ’919 patent against ARRIS. Further investigation and discovery may lead to

Sony’s assertion of additional claims against ARRIS or Pace.

4.20 Pursuant to Rule 210.12(c) of the Comrnission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure,

this Complaint is accompanied by: (1) a certified copy of the prosecution history of the ’919

patent plus three additional copies; and (2) four copies of each reference mentioned in that

prosecution history. See Appendix I and J.

2. Non-Technical Description of the Invention of the ’919 Patent

4.21 The ’919 patent generally relates to improvements in digital broadcast systems.

See, e.g., ’919 patent at col. 2:18-22. More specifically, the patent discloses improved methods

and apparatuses for outputting digital broadcast signals to various types of digital external units,

such as a digital video recorder or a stereo. See, e.g., id. The disclosed methods and apparatuses

generally allow any type of digital external unit to record and/or reproduce a target broadcast

program.

4.22 In digital broadcast systems, a receiving apparatus receives a transport stream

made up of a compressed signal carrier carrying one or more programs. See, e.g., id. at col. 1:11

23; 5:60-62, 17:54-67. A user can then select a specific carrier containing the one or more

programs, and the carrier stream is extracted from the transport stream and decompressed so that

video and/or audio signals can be obtained for the desired program. See, e.g., id. at col. 1:24-43;

5:62-65. Alternatively, the transport stream made up of the compressed signal may be provided
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to a recording apparatus, such as a digital video tape recorder (DVTR), for recording. See, e.g.,

id. at col. 1:43-51.

4.23 The ’919 patent discloses methods and apparatuses for outputting digital

broadcast signals to various types of digital extemal units, such as a digital video recorder or a

stereo. See, e.g., id. at col. 2:18—22.The methods and apparatuses allow compatibility with

various types of digital extemal units by outputting both the compressed transport stream and

decompressed data to a digital external unit. See id. at 2:29-34.

Foreign Counterparts to the ’919Patent

4.24 The following foreign patent(s) and patent application(s) correspond to the ’919

patent:

Country I Application No. Filing ‘ Patent No. Issued StatusDate Date
Japan I 199823340 1998/02/04 Rejected

1999/02/03 1223454 2004/04/29

W

egistered
a China 20031114162 1999/02/04 1264353 | 2006/07/12

W

egistered
China *1999105428 1999/02/04 1152561 | 2004/06/02 Registered
China 200310114162 1999/02/04 1497980 | 2006/07/12 | Registered
China 1999 105428 1999/02/04 1234682 | 2004/06/02 ,| Registered
EPOMalaysia 19991113721999300754 1999/02/02 935360 | 2013/01/02 1 Registered

4.25 On information and belief, no other foreign patents or patent applications

corresponding to the ’919 patent have been filed, abandoned, withdrawn, or rejected.

D. The ’221 Patent

4.26 The ’22l patent, entitled “Extended Elements and Mechanisms for Displaying a

Rich Graphical User Interface in Panel Subunit,” issued on April 29, 2003. The ’221 patent

issued from U.S. Application No. 09/585,889, filed May 31, 2000, is a continuation-in-part of

U.S. Patent Application No. 09/108,265, filed on July 1, 1998, now U.S. Patent No. 6,148,241,

and also claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/145,630, filed on July 26,
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1999. The ’22l patent expires on August 26, 2019. The inventors of the ’22l patent are Hisato

Shima, Atsushi Suzuki, and Takuya Nishimura.

4.27 Sony Corporation is the owner, by valid assignment, of the entire right, title, and

interest in and to the ’22l patent. Prior to issuance, the ’22l inventors assigned all right, title and

interest in U.S. Application N0. O9/858,889 to Sony Corporation and Sony Electronics Inc. See

Exhibit 8. On July 31, 2015, Sony Electronics Inc. assigned all right, title and interest in the ’22l

patent to Sony Corporation. See id. The ’22l patent is valid, enforceable, and is currently in full

force and effect.

4.28 The ’22l patent has twelve independent claims and fifty dependent claims. In this

investigation, Sony currently asserts independent claims 1and 12 and dependent claims 2, 3, 4, 5

6, 13, 14, 15, and 16 of the ’22l patent against ARRIS and Pace. Further investigation and

discovery may lead to Sony’s assertion of additional claims against ARRIS or Pace. 

4.29 Pursuant to Rule 210. l2(c) of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure,

this Complaint is accompanied by: (1) a certified copy of the prosecution history of the ’22l

patent plus three additional copies; and (2) four copies of each reference mentioned in that

prosecution history. See Appendix E and F.

4. ' Non-Technical Description of the Invention of the ’22l Patent

4.30 The ’22l patent relates generally to the use of a complex graphic user interface

(“GUI”). In one embodiment, the ’22l patent discloses a network with a set-top box as a target

device and a digital TV as a controller device. The set top box can receive electronic i

programming guide information from a cable input, which contains a table GUI to be displayed

on the digital TV. See, e.g., ’22l patent at Fig. 13, col. 2:32-57.

4.31 The ’22l patent further discloses a button GUI element descriptor that defines the

appearance of a button element displayed by the digital TV. See, e.g., id. at col. 2:60-67. The
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system displays one picture when the button element is out of focus. See, e.g., id. The system

displays another picture when the button element is in focus. See, e.g., id. In this way the target

device, such as a set-top box, can control the appearance of a button GUI element on a controller

device, such as a digital TV. "

5. Foreign Counterparts to the ’221Patent

4.32 The following foreign patent(s) and patent application(s) correspond to the ’22l

p3llC1'l[I I

Country Application No. I Filing Patent No. Issued StatusDate Date 

Australia 200011122 | 1999/10/13 - - Lapsed
WIPO PCT/US99/23852 l 1999/10/13 - '- 

_4.33 On l[1f0l'I1'1£ll1OI1and belief, no other foreign patents or patent applications

corresponding to the ’22l patent have been filed, abandoned, withdrawn, or rejected.

E. The ’525Patent

4.34 U.S. Patent No. 6,915,525 entitled “Method and Apparatus for Controlling Set

Top Box Hardware and Software Functions,” issued on July 5, 2005. The ’525 patent issued

from U.S. Application No. 09/783,255, filed February 14, 2001, and also claims priority to U.S.

Provisional Patent Application No. 60/197,233, filed April 14, 2000; U.S. Provisional Patent

Application No. 60/197,848, filed April 14, 2000; and U.S. Provisional Patent Application No.

60/237,570, filed October 3, 2000. The inventor of the ’525 patent is Toshiro Ozawa.

4.35 Sony Corporation and Sony Electronics Inc. are the owners, by valid assignment,

of the entire right, title, and interest in the ’525 patent. Prior to issuance, the ’525 inventor

assigned all right, title, and interest in U.S. Application No. 09/783,255 to Sony Corporation and

Sony Electronics Inc. See Exhibit 9.
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4.36 The ’525 patent has 8 independent claims and 29 dependent claims. In this

investigation, Sony currently asserts independent claims l, 5, and 34, and dependent claims 3, 4,

7, 8, 36, and 37 of the ’525 patent against ARRIS and Pace. The: ’525 patent is valid,_enforceable,

and is currently in full force and effect. Further investigation and discovery may lead to Sony’s

assertion of additional claims against ARRIS or Pace.

_ 4.37 Pursuant to Rule 2l0.12(c) of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure,

this Complaint is accompanied by: (l) a certified copy of the prosecution history of the ’525

patent plus three additional copies; and (2) four copies of each reference mentioned in that

prosecution history. See Appendix G and H. - "

l 6. Non-Technical Description of the Invention of the ’525Patent

4.38 The ’525 patent relates generally to methods and apparatuses of controlling

hardware and software set-top box functions through a browser. See, e.g., ’525 patent at col.

1:29-33. '

4.39 Television set-top boxes generally use on screen user interfaces to support many

features, such as menus of favorite channels; electronic programming guides; locks and limits;

and other menus and guides. See, e.g., id. at col. 1:46-54. Some set-top boxes with Internet

access capabilities use a browser and HTML user interface pages to provide user interfaces. See,

e.g., id. at col. 2:3-7. In these set-top boxes, while it is easy to display an electronic program '

guide, it is difficult to, for example, tune a channel by selecting a button on the electronic

program guide, which requires access to local functions inside the set-top box. See, e.g. ,3id. at col.

2:20-25. . V

4.40 The ’525 patent generally discloses methods and apparatuses of controlling

hardware and software set-top box functions through a browser. See, e.g., ’525 patent at col.

1:29-33. In one embodiment, a microserver is provided to which requests to change a channel
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from a browser as directed. This makes it possible for the browser to indirectly access the set-top A

boX’ssoftware and hardware via the microserver. Control of set-top box hardware and software

functions is thus established. See, e.g., id. at col. 6 at 6:6-15.

4.41

patent:

7. Foreign Counterparts to the ’S25Patent

The following foreign patent(s) and patent applicati0n(s) correspond to the ’525

Country Application N0.
Date Date
Filing Patent N0. Issued Status

China CN 200281 1885 2002/03/28 CN100518267 C 2009-O7-22 Granted
China CN 200910145406 2002/03/28 CN101567012 B 2012-09-05 Granted
China CN 200910145406 2002/03/28 CN101567012A 2009- 10-28 Granted
Korea KR20037013425A 2002-03-28 KR929474B 1 2009-12-02 Granted

Japan JP1998358042A 1998-12-16 JP03376303B2 2003-O2- 1O Granted/Ab
andoned

Japan JP2002582331A 2002-03-28 JP2005505953A 2005-02-24 Refused
Australia AU20032 10694A 2003-01-27 Lapsed
Australia AU2002306972A 2002-03 -28 Lapsed
Australia AU2002254516A 2002-04-02 Lapsed
Australia AU200 153296D 2001-04-10 Lapsed
Australia AU200175345A 2001-01-04 Lapsed .
Australia AU200136637A 200 1-02-02 Lapsed

WIPO W’O2001US1 1551

_ A

200 1-04- 10

WIPO WO2001US 18417
A

2001-01-O4

WIPO WO200lUS3514A 2001-02-02
WIPO WO2002US9792A 2002-03-28
WIPO WO2002US 10412

A
2002-04-02

WIPO WO2003US2477A 2003-01-27
Europe EP2002761989A 2002-03-28 Withdrawn

4.42 On information and belief, no other foreign patents or patent applications

corresponding to the ’525 patent have been filed, abandoned, withdrawn, or rejected.
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V. UNLAWFUL AND UNFAIR ACTS OF PROPOSED RESPONDENTS

5.1 The Accused Products are digital cable and satellite products, set-top box

products, and gateway products that directly and/or indirectly infringe certain claims of the

Asserted Patents (i.e., claim 26 of the ’126 patent; claims 1, 3, and 8 of the ’O93patent; claims 1- ’

16 of the ’919 patent; claims 1-6 and 12-16 of the ’221 patent; and claims 1, 3-5, 7, 8, 34, 36,

and 37 of the ’525 patent). Examples of infringing products include ARRIS and-Pace digital

cable and satellite products, such as ARRIS and Pace digital cable set-top box products supplied

to Comcast for Comcast’s Xfinity brand (e.g., ARRIS’s DCX35 10-M, DCX350l—Mand

MXO1IANM, AXl IRAN, AXO13AN, and AXO14AN products, and Pace’s PXOOIAN,

PX013ANM, PX032ANI, PX051AEI, PXDOIANI, PXD01ANi, and PX0022ANM products);

ARRIS and Pace digital satellite set-top box products supplied to DIRECTV for DIRECTV’s

Genie brand (e.g-.,ARRlS’s HR54-700 and C61-700 products, and Pace’s HR34-700, HR44-700,

C6lK—700products); and ARRIS media gateway products (e.g., DCX3635) and telephony

gateway products (e.g., TG862G, TG1682). Discovery may reveal additional infringing products

and/or that Respondents infringe additional claims of the Asserted Patents. The following table

summarizes the asserted claims:

Patent Claims
the ’126 patent 26 r
the ’093 patent 1, 3, 8
the ’221 patent 1-6 and 12-16
the ’525 patent 1, 3-5, 7, 8, 34, 36, and 37

- the ‘919 patent 1-16

5.2 At least as early as January 13, 2017, Respondents had notice of their

infringement of the ’525, ’22l, ’O93,and ’9l9 patents through licensing negotiations conducted
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with Respondents, in which these patents were highlightedas applicable to Respondents’ digital

cable and satellite products.

5.3 On information and belief, Respondents directly and/or indirectly infringe at least

the asserted claims of each of the Asserted Patents as set forth below. On infonnation and belief,

Respondent infringes the asserted claims of the Asserted Patents literally and/or under the

doctrine of equivalents by making and selling for importation, importing into the United States,

offering for sale, or selling the Accused Products within the United States.

5.4 i Claim 26 of the ’126 patent is directed to communication devices that can connect

to a counterpart communication device using a push button. ARRIS directly infringes at least this

claim by selling for importation, importing, and/or selling after importation in the United States,

media gateway products such as, for example, the ARRIS DCX3635, and telephony gateway

products such as, for example, the ARRIS Xfinity TG862G and TGl682. A chart that applies

claim 26 of the ’126 patent to a representative Accused Product, the TG862G, is attached hereto

as Confidential Exhibit 12.‘ ‘

5.5 Claims 1, 3, and S of the ’O93patent are directed to digital broadcast receiving

apparatuses and methods that output digital broadcast signals in compressed and decompressed

form to various types of digital extemal units. ARRIS directly infringes at least these claims by

selling for importation, importing, and/or selling after importation in the United States, digital

cable products, including digital cable products supplied to Comcast for Comcast’s Xfinity brand

such as the DCX3635 media gateway products and the DCX35 10-M and DC_X3501-Mset top

1Sony is not currently asserting any independent claims of the ’126 patent against ARRIS.
Accordingly, Exhibit 12 applies independent claim 23, dependent claim 25, and dependent claim
26 against the representative TG862G since asserted dependent claim 26 depends from
independent claim 23 through dependent claim 25.
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box products. ARRIS indirectly infringes at least claim 8 by actively inducing end users’

infringing activities by encouraging, instructing, and aiding end users to use one or more of the

Accused Products in an infringing manner and/or by selling for importation, importing, and/or

selling after importation in the United States digital cable products, including digital cable

products supplied to Comcast for Comcast’s Xfinity brand, such as the DCX3635 media gateway

products and the DCX35 l0-M and DCX35Ol-M set top box products, which are especially made

or especially adapted for infringing at least claim 8 and are not staple articles or commodities of

commerce suitable for non-infringing use. A chart that applies claims l and 8 of the ’O93patent

to a representative Accused Product, the DCX3635, is attached hereto as Exhibit 13.

5.6 Claims 1-16 of the ’919 patent are directed to digital broadcast receiving

apparatuses and methods that output digital broadcast signals in compressed and decompressed

form to various types of digital external units. ARRIS directly infringes at least these claims by

selling for importation, importing, and/or selling after importation in the United States, digital ~

cable products, such as cable products supplied to Comcast for Comcast’s Xfinity brand,

including the DCX3635 media gateway products and the DCX35 l0-M and DCX350l-M set top

box products. ARRIS indirectly infringes at least claims 9-l6 by actively inducing end users’

infringing activities by encouraging, instructing, and aiding end users to use one or more of the

Accused Products in an infringing manner and/or by selling for importation, importing, and/or

selling after importation in the United States digital cable products including digital cable

products supplied to Comcast for Comcast’s Xfinity brand, such as the DCX3635 media gateway

products and the DCX35l0_-M and DCX35_Ol-Mset top box products, which are especially made

or especially adapted for infringing at least claims 9-16 and are not staple articles or

commodities of commerce suitable for non-infringing use. A chart that applies independent
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claims 1 and 9 of the ’9l9 patent to a representative Accused Product, the DCX3635, is attached

hereto as Exhibit 19.

-5.7 - Claims 1-6 and 12-16 of the ’221 patent are directed to methods and systems

including a target device and a controller device in which the target device provides a complex

graphic user interface (“GUI”) having a button GUI element that defines the appearance of a

button element displayed by the controller device to the controller device. Pace directly infringes

at least claims 12-16 by selling for importation, importing, and/or selling after importation in the

United States, digital satellite set top boxes, including RVU compliant digital satellite set top

boxes supplied to DIRECTV for DIRECTV’s Genie brand, such as, for example, the HR34-700

and HR44-700 products. Pace indirectly infringes at least claims 1-6 by actively inducing end

users’ infringing activities by encouraging, instructing, and aiding end.users to use one or more

of the Accused Products in an infringing manner and/or by selling for importation, importing,

and or selling after importation in the United States digital satellite set top boxes, including RVU

compliant set-top boxes such as, for example, the HR34-700 and HR44-700 products, which

constitute a material part of an end user’s infringing system comprising Pace’s set-top boxes and

the end-user’s digital televisions and which are especially made or especially adapted for use

with the end user’s infringing digital televisions, and are not staple articles or commodities of

commerce suitable for non-infringing use.

5.8 ARRIS directly infringes at least claims 12-l6 by selling for importation,

importing, and/or selling after impoitation in the United States, digital satellite set top boxes,

including RVU compliant digital satellite set top boxes supplied to DIRECTV for DIRECTV’s

Genie brand, such as, for example, the HR54-700 product. ARRIS indirectly infringes at least

claims 1-6 by actively inducing end users’ infringing activities by encouraging, instructing, and
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aiding end users to use one or more of the Accused Products in an infringing manner and/or by

selling for importation, importing, and or selling after importation in the United States digital

satellite set top boxes, including RVU-compliant set-top boxes such as, for example, the HR54

700 product, which constitute a material part of an end user’s infringing system comprising 

ARRIS’s set-top boxes and the end-user’s digital televisions and which are especially made or

especially adapted for use with the end user’s infringing digital televisions, and are not staple

articles or commodities of commerce suitable for non-infringing use. A chart that applies

independent claims l and 12 of the ’22l patent to a representative Accused Product, the Pace

HR34-700 is attached hereto as Confidential Exhibit 14. On information and belief, ARRIS’s

HR54-700 product operates in the same way as Pace’s HR34-700 with respect the asserted

independent claims of the ’22l patent, and therefore the claim chart of Confidential Exhibit 14

applies to ARRIS’s HR54-700 as well.

5.9 Claims l, 3-5, 7, 8, 34, 36, and 37 of the ’525 patent are directed to controlling

hardware and software set~topbox functions, such as changing channels, through a browser.

ARRIS and Pace directly infringe at least claim 5 by selling for importation, importing, and/or

selling after importation in the United States, digital satellite set top boxes, including RVU

compliant digital satellite set top boxes supplied to DIRECTV for DTRECTV’s Genie brand,

such as, for example, the HR54-700 (ARRIS), HR44-700 (Pace), and HR34’-700(Pace) products

or RVU-compliant set-top box systems, such as the HR54-700 and C61-700 (ARRIS) system

and the HR34-700 and C61K—7OOsystem (Pace). ARRIS and Pace indirectly infringe at least

claim 5 by actively inducing end users’ and RVU-compliant client manufacturers’ infringing

activities by encouraging, instructing, and aiding end users and RVU-compliant client

manufacturers to use one or more of the Accused Products in an infringing mannerand/or by
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selling for importation, importing, and/or selling after importation in the United States digital

satellite set top boxes, including RVU-compliant set-top boxes such as, for example, the HR54

700 (ARRIS), HR44-700 (Pace), and HR34-700 (Pace) products or RVU-compliant set-top box

systems, such as the HR54-700 and C61-700 (ARRIS) system and the HR34-700 and C61K-700

system (Pace), which are especially made or especially adapted for infringing at least claim 5‘and

are not staple articles or commodities of commerce suitable for non-infringing use. A chart that

applies independent claim 5 the ’525 patent to a representative RVU-compliant Accused Product,

the ARRIS HR54-700 is attached hereto as Confidential Exhibit 15, and a chart that applies

independent claim 5 to a representative RVU-compliant system, the Pace HR34-700 and C6lK

700 system, is attached hereto as Confidential Exhibit l6. On information and belief, the RVU

compliant Pace products and RVU-compliant ARRIS systems operate in the same manner with

respectto claim 5 of the ’525 patent as RVU-compliant ARRIS products and RVU-compliant

Pace systems, so the charts in Exhibits 15 and l6 also apply to RVU-compliant Pace products

and RVU-compliant ARRIS systems.

5.10 ARRIS and Pace directly infringe claims 1, 3-5, 7,~8,34, 36, and 37 by selling for

importation, importing, and/or selling after importation in the United States, digital cable set top

boxes, including VidiPath compliant digital cable set top boxes supplied to Comcast for

Comcast’s Xfinity brand, such as, for example, the MXO11ANM, AX1 1RAN, AX0l3AN, and

AX014AN products (ARRIS) and PXOOIANand PX0l3ANM (Pace) products or VidiPath

compliant set-top box systems, such as the PX0l3ANM and PX0022ANM/ PXD0lANi or

PX032ANI, PXO5lAEI systems (Pace). ARRIS and Pace indirectly infringe at least claims 1, 3-5,

7, 8, 34, 36, and 37 by actively inducing end users’ and VidiPath-compliant client manufacturers’

infringing activities by encouraging, instructing, and aiding end users and VidiPath-compliant
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client manufacturers to use one or more of the Accused Products in an infringing manner and/or

by selling for importation, importing, and/or selling after importation in the United States

VidiPath-compliant set-top boxes such as, for example, the MX01 IANM AX11RAN,

A_XOl3AN,and AX()14AN products (ARRIS), and PXOOIAN and PXOl3ANM (Pace) products

or \/idiPath-compliant set-top box systems, such as the PXO13ANM and PXOO22ANM/

PXD()1ANi or or PX032ANI, PX05 IAEI systems (Pace), which are especially made or

especially adapted for infringing at least claims 1, 3-5, 7, 8, 34, 36, and 37, and are not staple

articles or commodities of commerce suitable for non-infringing use. A chart that applies

independent claims l, 5, and 34 to a representative VidiPath-compliant Accused Product, the

Pace PX0l3ANM, is attached hereto as Exhibit 17, and a chart that applies independent claims 1

5, and 34 to a representative VidiPath-compliant system, the Pace PXOl3ANM and PXDOlANi

system, is attached hereto as Exhibit 18. On information and belief, the VidiPath-compliant

ARRIS products and VidiPath-compliant ARRIS systems operate in the same manner with .

respect to claims 1, 5, and 34 of the ’525 patent as VidiPath-compliant Pace products and

VidiPath-compliant Pace systems, so the charts in Exhibits 17 and 18 also apply to VidiPath- '

compliant ARRIS products and VidiPath-compliant ARRIS systems.

VI. SPECIFIC INSTANCES OF UNFAIR IMPORTATION AND SALE

6.1 The ARRIS TG862 Residential Gateway + Router was manufactured outside the

United States. See Exhibit 26 (product photos with label indicating the product was

manufactured in China). Complainants purchased the ARRIS TG862 Residential Gateway +

Router from a seller in the United States. See Exhibit 27 (Amazon order confirmation).

6.2 The Arris DCX3635 Media Gateway was manufactured outside the United States.

See Exhibit 28 (product photos with label indicating the product was manufactured in Taiwan).

The Arris DCX3635 Media Gateway is available for customers in the United States. See Exhibit
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29 (Arris Press Release: “ARRIS Announces DCX3635 Media Gateway .-. . Availability for

MOXI® WHS Customers”). Complainants obtained the Arris DCX3635 Media Gateway

through a cable provider in Colorado Springs, Colorado.

6.3 The ARRIS Xfinity TG1682 Telephony Gateway was manufactured outside the

United States. See Exhibit 30 (product photos with label indicating the product was

nianufactured in China). Complainants purchased the ARRIS Xfinity TGl682 Telephony

Gateway from a seller in the United States. See Exhibit 3l (eBay order confirmation); Exhibit 32

(shipping label).

6.4 The Pace HR34-700 was manufactured outside the United States. See Exhibit 33

(product photos with label indicating the product was manufactured in China). Complainants

purchased the Pace HR34-700 from a seller in the United States. See Exhibit 34 (eBay order

confirmation); Exhibit 35 (shipping label).

. l 6.5 The ARRIS HR54-700 was manufactured outside the United States. See Exhibit

36 (product photos with label indicating the product was manufactured in China). Complainants

purchased the Pace HR54-700 from a seller in the United States. See Exhibit 37 (eBay order

confirmation); Exhibit 38 (shipping label).

6.6 The Pace C61K-700 was manufactured outside the United States. See Exhibit 39

(product photos with label indicating the product was manufactured in China). Complainants

purchased the Pace C61K-700 from a seller in the United States. See Exhibit 40 (eBay order

confirmation); Exhibit 41 (shipping label). _

6.7 The ARRIS MXOI IANM was manufactured outside the United States. See

Exhibit 42 (product photos with label indicating the product was manufacturedin Taiwan). 3
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Complainants purchased the ARRIS MX0l IANM from a seller in the United States. See Exhibit

43 (eBay order confirmation); Exhibit 44 (shipping label).

V 6.8 The Pace PX013ANM was manufactured outside the United States. See Exhibit

45 (product photos with label indicating the product was manufactured in Thailand).

Complainants purchased the Pace PX013ANM from a seller in the United States. See Exhibit 46

(eBay order confirmation); Exhibit 47 (shipping label).

i 6.9 The Contour Pace PXOO22ANM/Contour Pace PXD01ANi was manufactured

outside the United States. See Exhibit 48 (product photos with label indicating the PXO022ANM

product was manufactured in Thailand); Exhibit 49 (product photos with label indicating the

PXD01ANi product was manufactured in China). Complainants purchased the Contour Pace

PX0022ANM/Contour Pace PXDO1ANi from a seller in the United States. See Exhibit 50 (eBay

order confirmation); Exhibit 51 (shipping label). ~

VII. ‘CLASSIFICATION UNDER THE HARMONIZED TARIFF SCHEDULE

7.1 On information and belief, the Accused Products may be classified under at least

item numbers 8517.18.50, 8517.62.00, 8517.62.10, 8525.50.10, 8525.50.30, and 8528.71.20 of

the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States.

7.2 These classifications are intended for illustration only and are not intended to

restrict the scope of any exclusion order or other remedy ordered by the Commission.

VIII. LICENSEES =

8.1 As required under Commission Rule 210.12(a)(9)(iii), a 1ist_oflicensed entities is

attached to this Complaint as Confidential Exhibit 25.
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IX THE DOMESTIC INDUSTRY

processes claimed by the Asserted Patents.

Technical Prong

at least one claim of the Asserted Patents.

one claim of the Asserted Patents:

9 1 An industry as required by Section 337(a)(2) and defined by Section 337(a)(3)

exists in the United States in connection with articles protected by the Asserted Patents and by

9 2 Sony’s digital televisions that are sold and supported in the United States practice

9 3 The following table summarizes the Sony digital televisions practicing at least

Asserted Patent No.(s) . Domestic Industry Product
I26 Patent Sony Android TVs:

XBR-65X930D
XBR-55X930D
XBR-75X94OD
XBR-85X850D
XBR-75X850D
XBR-65X850D
XBR-55X850D
XBR-49X8O0D
XBR-43X8O0D’
XBR-65X750D
XBR-55X700D
XBR-49X700D
XBR-75X940C
XBR-65X930C
XBR-75X9 10c
XBR-65X900C
XBR-55X9O0C
XBR-75X850C
XBR-65X85OC
XBR-55X850C
XBR-49X83OC
XBR-43X830C
XBR-65X810C,
XBR-55X810C
XBR-49X85OB
XBR-65X9O0B



Asserted Patent N0.(s) DomesticIndustry Product
XBR-65X95OB

Sony Bravia TVs:

KDL-5OW8O0C
KDL-55W8OOC
KDL-6SW85OC
KDL-75W85OC

’221 Patent and ’525 patent ~ Sony Android TVs:

XBR-65X93OD
XBR-S5X93OD
XBR-75X940D
XBR-85X85OD
XBR-75X85OD
XBR-6SX85OD
XBR~55X85OD
XBR-49X80OD
XBR-43X8OOD
XBR-65X93OC
XBR-65X9OOC
XBR-55X900C
XBR-75X85OC
XBR-65X8SOC
XBR-55X85OC
XBR-49X83OC
XBR-43X83OC
XBR-65X81OC
XBR-55X8 10C

Sony Bravia TVs: '

KDL-6_OR51OA
KDL-7[)R52OA
KDL-55W8OOC
KDL-65W8SOC

’O39and ’9l9 Patents Sony Android TVs:

XBR- lOOZ9D
XBR-55X93OD
XBR-75X94OD
XBR-75X85OD
XBR-65X93OD
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Asserted Patent No.(s) Domestic Industry Product
XBR-65X85OD
XBR-55X85OD .
XBR-43X8O0D
XBR-49X8OOD

XBR-65X7_5OD
XBR-55X7OOD

‘ XBR-49X"/OOD

Sony Bravia TVs:

KDL-48W65OD
KDL-40W6SOD
KDL-32W6OOD
KDL-6OW63OB .
KDL-6OW6lOB
KDL-48R5l()C ~_
KDL-4OR51OC
KDL-32R5OOC 

9.4 Sony’s Android TVs, which are representative of Sony’s digital television product

line with respect to the patented technology of the ’126 patent, practice at least claims 3 and 16

of the ’126 patent. A claim chart demonstrating how a representative Sony Android TV, the

XBR-55X930D, practices representative claim 3 of the ’l26 patent is attached as Confidential p

Exhibit 20. The representative Sony Android TV’s set up guide, Wi-Fi Alliance Certification,

and the Wi-Fi Simple Configuration Technical Specification Version 2.0.2, January 30, 2012

provide further evidence that the Sony Android TVs practice at least claims 3 and 16of the ’l26

patent. Claims 3 and 16 are not essential to the Wi-Fi Simple Configuration Technical _ '

Specification Version 2.0.2, January 30, 2012.

v 9.5 Sony’s KDL-32R5()OC product, which is representative of Sony’s digital

television product line with respect to the patented technology of the ’O93and ’9l9 patents,

practices at least claims l and 8 of the ’O93patent and claims l and 9 of the ’9l9 patent. A claim
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chart demonstrating how the representative KDL-32R5OOCproduct practices representative

claim 8 of the ’093 patent is attached as Exhibit 21. A claim chart demonstrating how the

representative KDL-32R5()OCproduct practices representative claim 9 of the ’9l9 patent is

attached as Exhibit 24. The representative KDL-32R5O0C product user manual, quick start guide,

and specifications from Sony’s website provide further evidence that the KDL-32R5O()Cproduct

practices at least l and 8 of the ’O93patent and claims l and 9 of the ’9l9 patent.

9.6 Sony’s RVU Compliant TVs, which are representative of Sony’s digital television

product line with respect to the patented technology of the ’221 patent, practice at least claims 1

and 7 of the ’22l patent. A claim chart demonstrating how a representative RVU Compliant TV,

the XBR-65X900C, practices representative claim 7 of the ’22l patent is attached as

Confidential Exhibit 22. The RVU Protocol Specification, version 2.0, provides further evidence

that the RVU Compliant TVs practice at least claims l and 7 of the ’22l patent, although claims

1 and 7-are not essential to the RVU Protocol Specification.

9.7 Sony’s RVU Compliant TVs, which are representative of Sony’s digital television

product line with respect to the patented technology of the ’525 patent, practice at least claim 5

of the ’525 patent when operated with an RVU compliant set-top box. On information and belief,

Sony, as a manufacturer of RVU compliant TVs and a contributor to the RVU Protocol

Specification, forms a joint enterprise with RVU compliant set-top box manufacturers such that

the activities of an RVU compliant set top box vis-a-vis claim 5 are attributable to Sony. A claim

chart demonstrating how the representative XBR-55X85OD 4K HDR with Android TV together

with an RVU compliant set-top box practices claim 5 of the ’525 patent is attached as

Confidential Exhibit 23. The RVU Protocol Specification version 2.0 and key mapping chart for

controlling a DirecTV RVU receiver through Sony’s Android TVs - i
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(https://us.en.kb.sony.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/75469/p/6l659,95543,96008,9606l/c/65,66/k

w/RVU) provides further evidence that the XBR-55X85OD 4K HDR with Android TV together

with an RVU compliant set-top box practices claim 5 of the ’525 patent. Claim 5 is not essential

to the RVU Protocol Specification.

B. Economic Prong '

9.8 Sony satisfies the requirements of 35 U.S.C. § 1377(a)(2), (a)(3) because a

domestic industry relating to the technology protected by the ASS6l'I6Cl'P2it€I"ltSexists in the

United States. Sony’s digital televisions are some of the leading U.S. television brands. These

televisions are manufactured and assembled outside of the United States. However, two of

Sony’s principal U.S.-based subsidiaries, SEL, a Delaware corporation, headquartered in San

Diego, California, and SCA, a Delaware corporation, headquartered in New York, New York,

conduct activities within the United States that relate to these televisions, including preliminarily

identified televisions that practice the Asserted Patents (collectively, the “Domestic Industry

Products”).

9.9 SEL’s activities include engineering design, research, development, distribution,

customer service, and administration of warranty and repair of Sony digital televisions, including

the Domestic Industry Products. SCA additionally helps Sony exploit the technology of the

patents at issue through extensive licensing activities conducted within the United States.

9.10 As set forth in Confidential Exhibit 52, Sony has made and continues to make

significant investments in design and development, quality assurance, and technical support for

the Domestic Industry Products. See Confidential Exhibit 52 at ‘]['][4-l l. For example, Sony

maintains a Service Platform within the U.S. that authorizes and trains members of a Service

Authorized Network to repair the Domestic Industry Products, pursuant to limited warranties on

these products". See Confidential Exhibit 52 at ‘][‘][10-1 l. Sony also maintains a Customer ~
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Experience Center, with operations in Ft. Myers, Florida, which assists in responding to

customer inquiries regarding the Domestic Industry Products. See Confidential Exhibit 52 at ‘][11

9.11 Sony also makes significant efforts to license the Asserted Patents to entities with

further domestic industry within the United States. For example, Sony licenses the Asserted

Patents to at least 34 companies. See Confidential Exhibit 52 at ‘|[‘][13-17, 21-22. At least six of

these licenses were the product of extensive negotiation and consultation between Sony and the

respective licensee, much of which took place within the United States. See Confidential Exhibit

52 at ‘][‘I[2l. Of these 34 companies that license Sony’s Asserted Patents, 24 paid a royalty to

Sony in exchange for the licenses. See Confidential Exhibit 52 at ‘][22.

9.12 Sony also continues to make significant investments in labor in connection with

the design, development, and support for the Domestic Industry Products. See Confidential

Exhibit 52 at ‘][‘{[7, 8, 10-12. Sony employs a significant number of employees, including

engineers who work on the Domestic Industry Products, in San Diego, California. See

Confidential Exhibit 52 at ‘][‘][7, 8, 10-12 Moreover, Sony maintains a support office in Ft. Myers,

Florida, and a facility directed to marketing, licensing, and legal support in Park Ridge, New

Jersey. See Confidential Exhibit 52 at ‘1[‘][6, 9, 11 Further details regarding Sony’s significant

investments in employment and labor are provided within Confidential Exhibit 52.

9.13 As set forth in Confidential Exhibit 52, Sony has made and will continue to make

significant investments in the development of its Domestic Industry Products and for promoting

these products within the U.S. market. Further details regarding Sony’s domestic investments in

the exploitation of the Asserted Patents are found in Confidential Exhibit 52. _

X. RELATED LITIGATION ' _

10.1 Pursuant to Commission Rule 210.12(a)(5), Sony filed a complaint on April 1,

2015 against two of the proposed respondents, Pace Ltd. and Pace Americas, LLC, for
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infringement of six patents, including two of the Asserted Patents (specifically, the ’O93and ’9l9

patents). See Exhibit 53. The litigation is currently pending in the U.S. District Court for the

District of Delaware, captioned Sony Corp. v. Pace plc, Case No. Case 1:15-cv-00288-SLR-SRF.

Claim construction briefing is complete, a Markman heating was held on September 23, 2016,

and a claim construction order issued on October 24, 2016. See Exhibit 54. The parties are

currently engaged in fact discovery, which is scheduled to close March 31, 2017. Sony’s final

infringement contentions are due April l0, 2017. Initial expert reports are due May 2, 2017.

10.2 The Asserted Patents are also the subject of a parallel court action filed in the U.S.

District Court for the Northem District of Georgia, filed the same day as this Complaint, and

naming the following proposed respondents as defendants in that case: ARRIS Intemational plc

ARRIS Group, Inc., ARRIS Technology, Inc., ARRIS Enterprises LLC, ARRIS Solutions, Inc.,

ARRIS Global Ltd., Pace Americas Holdings, Inc., Pace Americas, LLC, Pace USA LLC, and

Pace Americas Investments, LLC.

lO.3 Other than the instances set forth above, neither the alleged methods of

competition and unfair acts nor thesubject matter of the Asserted Patents have been the subject

of any court or agency litigation.

XI. RELIEF RE! QUESTED

l1.l WHEREFORE, by reason of the foregoing, Sony requests that the United States

International Trade Commission:

(a) institute an immediate investigation, pursuant to Section 337 of the Tariff

Act of 1930, as amended, 19 U.S.C. § 1337, with respect to violations of Section 337

based on Proposed ‘Respondents’ unlawful importation into the United States, sale for

importation into the United States, or sale within the United States after importation of

certain digital cable and satellite products, set-top boxes, gateways, and components _
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thereof that infringe one or more claims of U.S. Patent Nos. RE45, 126; 6,467,093;

6,556,221; 6,915,525; and 8,032,919.

(b) schedule and conduct a hearing on the unlawful acts and, following the

hearing, determine that there has been a violation of Section 337.

(c) issue a permanent exclusion order, pursuant to Section 337(d) of the Tariff

Act of 1930, as amended, excluding from entry into the United States all of Proposed

Respondents’ digital cable and satellite products, set-top boxes, gateways, and

components thereof that infringe one or more of the claims of U.S. Patent Nos.

RE45,126; 6,467,093; 6,556,221; 6,915,525; and 8,032,919; .

(d) issue permanent cease and desists orders, pursuant to Section 337(f) of the

Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, directing each Proposed Respondent to cease and desist

from the importation, marketing, advertising, demonstrating, warehousing of inventory

for distribution, offering for sale, selling, distributing, licensing, and using digital cable

and satellite products, set-top boxes, gateways, and components thereof that infringe one

or more claims of U.S. Patent Nos. RE45,126; 6,467,093; 6,556,221; 6,915,525; and

8,032,919; _

(e) impose a bond during the Presidential review period sufficient to prevent

further injury to Sony’s domestic industry relating to U.S. Patent Nos. RE45,126;

6,467,093; 6,556,221; 6,915,525; and 8,032,919; and

'(f) grant such other and further relief as the Commission deems just and

proper based on the facts determined by the investigation and the authority of the

Commission.
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